
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Essex Primary Headteachers’ meetings  
Autumn Term 2016 

AGENDA 
 

WEST: Wednesday 16 November,  
Weston Homes Business Centre, Takeley  

 
1. 

 

Welcome:     Clare Kershaw and Isobel Barron  
 

9.00 – 9.10  

2. Looking Forward  - Clare Kershaw, Director for Commissioning Education 
and Lifelong Learning 
This session to include updates on SEND transformation, Fair Access, Penalty 
Notices, Essex Code of Conduct, Educational Services/new LA MAT proposals, 
SLIS developments 

9.10 – 10.10 

3. Primary Improvement  - Nicola Woolf, Lead Commissioner  - West 
Updates on Excellence in Essex, Data to support school improvement including 

raising attainment of disadvantaged groups. 

10.10 – 10.40  

4. Lesley Howes – Introduction to her new role at Provide  10.40 – 10.45 

 
 

COFFEE  
 

10.45 - 11.10 

5. EPHA Area Meeting – Isobel Barron, WEPHA Chair 
Discussion groups – in local clusters, led by EPHA representatives  

 EPHA Priorities for 2016/17 and how these will be progressed 

 DfE Green Paper: Schools that work for everyone – consultation 
response 

11.10 – 11.30 

6. “You can choose your friends…..….” 
The 6 key skills that turn workplace relationships into results 
Nick Saunders “The Family Man” 
As a Headteacher, a day won’t go by when you don’t need to collaborate with or 
influence someone -  a parent, a Governor, a teacher, someone on your 
leadership team, a senior educationalist, one of your pupils, a Head from 
another school...…...and as you well know, influencing some people can be hard 
work.  
Success in any school is pretty much down to people communicating, 
cooperating and collaborating with each other. Here is a powerful, practical 6 
step model that will enable you to get on with anyone. It helps leaders function 
more effectively and get the best out of their teams – all of which leads to 
improved performance.  
You will leave reflecting on your own communication style, armed with a simple 
yet powerful system that you can use to deliver immediate results. 

Known as “The Family Man”, Nick has over 25 years’ 
experience as a keynote speaker. He is plain talking, upbeat, 
energetic, interactive, relevant and fun.  
No management-speak, no high-brow lingo, no outlandish 
claims about building a smarter planet or becoming a tiger! Put 
simply, Nick specialises in enabling people to get on with 
anyone and everyone – and has the evidence to prove it. He 
turns relationships into results.  

11.30 – 12.30 

 
 

LUNCH 
 

12.30– 1.15 

7. “Working with pupils who present challenging behaviour” 
Steve Phillips 

1.15 – 2.45 
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A session focusing on sharing ideas, strategies and support to improve pupil 
behaviour and staff self-esteem.  
You are welcome to invite a member of staff from your school to attend this 
session, if you feel it would be beneficial.  
Steve is a qualified science teacher, who for the last fourteen years has worked 
in PRUs. During this time he has been a “data driven” Headteacher, a behaviour 
“Enforcer” and a “miracle question” obsessed mentor. He is currently Deputy 
Head of The Children’s Support Service and leads their Early Intervention Team 
which supports mainstreams schools across Essex to work effectively with 
challenging behaviour. 

 
 

Close 
 

2.45 

 
 

 

 


